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Abstract 
This article deals with the introduction and explanation of the two nuéeardentes of 
“Mue’el Valley” and “Shirvandareh Valley” which are one type of the pyroclastic 
flows of Sabalan volcano. One of the features of nuéeardente in these two valleys is 
the presence of large blocks in upstream of valley and the abundance of ash in down-
stream which it has happened in one stage in Mue’el and in several stages in Shir-
vandareh Valley. Considering the antiquity of the great Sabalan volcano and numer-
ous changes that have happened during these long years in the region, determining 
the temperature of nuéeardente was impossible. But what could be mentioned as a 
sign of high temperature because of nuéeardente is the presence of rust ground mass 
on piece levels which indicate hot water steam (500˚C to 600˚C). Also puzzle break-
ings like those in these rocks should be the result of severe explosion blast and very 
fast movements of nuéeardente that has broken these rocks instantly. These nuéear-
dentes are peléan type and they are more or less synchronous, and the main reason 
could be the huge explosion which happened because of the second caldra’s subsi-
dence. By comparing deposits of the two nuéeardentes of Mue’el Valley and Shir-
vandareh Valley, it is observed that the extent, thickness, and size of blocks are high-
er in Shirvandareh than those in Mue’el Valley. Also considering higher levels of 
pieces’ adherence and hardness of deposits, it can be concluded that the temperature 
of this complex was higher than that of Mue’el Valley, and in general the power of 
Shirvandareh’s nuéeardente is more than the Mue’el Valley’s. 
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1. Introduction 

Sabalan is a stratovolcano with andesitic, trachy andesitic, and dacitic composition [1] 
[2] [3] [4] in the northwest part of Iran, 40 km southwest of Ardabil, 25 km southeast of 
Meshkinshahr, and located in the north part of eastern Azerbaijan province (Figure 1).  
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Figure 1. The situation of Iran and Sabalan is shown in geographical map. 
 
Sabalan Volcano Mountains start from Gharesou from the northwest of Ardabil city 
and continue in the east west direction in 60 km length and 48 km width to the 
Ghoushe Dagh Mountain in the south of Ahar city and have three peaks; the taller peak 
is called “Sabalan Soltan” and two others are called “Heram Dagh” or Sabalan-e Kuchak 
and “Aghan Dagh” or Kasra (Figure 2). These three peaks are rested on volcanic rocks 
which researchers call them pre-caldera series [1] [3] and the estimated area is about 
1200 km2. The researchers who studied Sabalan volcano have considered the formation 
of caldera as the base for categorizing its important events and have divided volcanic 
activities of Sabalan into two sets: pre-caldera and post-caldera or paleo-Sabalan’s series 
and neo-Sabalan that its main explosive activity has been after the collapse of caldera. 
In this time along or immediately after explosive activity, domes and lava flows have 
been extricated and formed the highest parts of central Sabalan. The combination of 
these domes and lavas is trachy andesite and dacite [1] [5]. In these cases, by caldera’s 
formation the growth of dome was limited to the breakings of caldra which are intense 
explosive kind [6]. Accordingly and considering the fact that the last eruptions of Saba-
lan are more or less synchronous with the formation of the second caldera; the age of 
the second caldera should be 110,000 years [2] which is almost synchronous with the 
formation of nuéeardentes of Mue’el valley and Shirvandareh valley.  

Sabalan has two overlapping falling calderas. The bigger one’s diameter is 20 km and 
the smaller one’s is 12 km. In this case, Sabalan is considered among the 20 great vol-
canoes of the world [1]. 

The history of Sabalan’s activity is very old and different researchers [2] [3] [7] [8] 
have related Sabalan volcano’s activity to 4/5 to 6 million years ago. From that time un-
til now, it has erupted in different forms such as volcano type (large amounts of 
blocks), plinian type (extended pyroclastic fall deposits), peléan type (nuéeardente de-
posits), and even ultra-plinian. During these eruptions around 14 km3 amount of py-
roclastic deposits have left. This vast amount of pyroclastic deposits is specific to the 
volcanoes of subduction zone [9]. 
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Figure 2. Three peaks of Sabalan volcano. 

 
One of the most famous and destructive types of pyroclastic flows is nuéeardente. 

Nuéeardente is an old term that has been largely replaced by “pyroclastic flows” or 
more recently “pyrolastic density current” [10]. For the first time, nuéeardente was 
used by [11] [12] for describing a flow of hot cloud, ash, and rock which in the 8th of 
May 1902, descended from Mount Pelée’s peak in Martinique Island and destroyed 
Saint-Pierre port and its inhabitants [13]. Nowadays, it is used as a fundamental exam-
ple that from its specific features is very strong explosion and creating a flow of hot 
gases along with ash and dust and rubble which moves along the valley and destroys 
everything in its way.  

The observations which we have reached to in field studies, leftovers from Sabalan 
volcano, are some traces from nuéeardente in two fault valleys; one is Mue’el valley 9 
km northwest of Sabalan peak which because of its large extension was worse and more 
destructive than Mount Pelée’s nuéeardente. This happened at least more than 110,000 
years ago that is the age of Sabalan volcano’s last activity [2] when the area certainly 
had no inhabitant. The other one Shirvandareh valley is located 20 km southeast of 
Meshkinshahr and between Lahroud city and Sabalan. These explosions happened re-
spectively in the western edge and north of caldera.  

Despite studies that have been done about this plio-quaternary volcano, only the pe-
trology and geochemistry of its volcanic rocks were discussed, and no discussion has 
yet been done about types of pyroclastic deposits which is a significant portion of vo-
lume of this huge mountain. Given that such a study has not been done about Sabalan 
or other volcanos of Iran, the activity history of this great volcano can be simulated by 
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studying pyroclasts. Hence, this paper deals with explaining these two nuéeardentes the 
traces of which are still left. 

2. Methods of Study 
2.1. Methods and Materials 

The base of this research is the observations which we reached to in field studies, the 
leftovers from Sabalan volcano. Geologists who work on volcanic rocks usually have 
only a limited conception of the techniques utilized to study recent unconsolidated py-
roclastic. Many of the problems encountered in this study are similar to those found in 
sedimentary rocks, where grain size, grain shape, and geometry of deposits must be the 
tools of determining the physical processes controlling their formation and deposition. 

2.2. The Geographical Location of Mue’el Valley and Shirvandareh  
Valley 

Mue’el valley is located in northwest of Sabalan and approximately 7 km of the main 
Sabalan Mountain and by a village with the same name (Figure 3). This tight and narrow 
valley is of southern northern direction, most of which has been filled with pyroclastic 
deposits that are known as “Mue’el” formations. 

This formations start from top of the valley between Aghandagh and Jenvardagh that 
its traces are still visible (Figure 4) and it has moved at the northwest foot of Sabalan 
heights, and after passing valley’s length and accumulation it has moved to southwest 
part of the city and ends up in Meshkinshahr plain. Its length is 19 km, its width is 
around 1.5 to 2.5 km, and the average thickness of its deposits is around 120 m and it 
forms a mass around 2 to 2.5 km3 [1]. 

Aside from the beginning point, the other sections of this formation have smooth 
surfaces, and its tilt decreases regularly on the way to Meshkinshahr valley, but in the 
end it gets a somewhat steep slope. 

The Khiavchai River flows in this valley and has affected this formation and created 
deep cuttings in it (Figure 5). For this reason and considering weakness and lack of 
strength of the mentioned formation, deeper valleys are drilled and mostly they have 
reached to basement rock, that is, Sabalan’s primary volcanic rocks.  

The fault valley of Shirvandareh has greater dimensions than Mue’el Valley (Figure 
3). Its estimated length is 30 km and its average width is 2.5 km, but its depth is not re-
cognizable because it has been stocked with different pyroclastic deposits. The filling 
deposits of this valley according to age are as follows: nuéeardente deposits, coarse- 
grained pyroclasts, ignimbrite of Shirvandareh and fall ash deposits with different 
thicknesses. 

This valley is located around 20 km southeast of Meshkinshahr and between Lahroud 
city and Sabalan, its altitude from sea level is 2200 m, and its estimated area is around 
75 km2. From the south part to the northern foot of Sabalan (Heram), from the east to 
Lahroud-Shabil road, from the west to Houshang Meidani, and from the north it leads 
to the lands of Ghoulchanghlou village. 
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Figure 3. The path of the two nuéeardentes of Mue’el and Shirvandareh. 
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Figure 4. The beginning point of Mue’el Valley nuéeardente between Aghandagh and Janavar-
dagh. 

 

 
Figure 5. Mue’el Valley’s floor is filled with nuéeardentes deposits. 

 
Shirvandareh is narrow at the beginning, and the side walls of the valley have vertical 

slope with the estimated height of 100 m. But while moving gradually toward Lahroud, 
the valley gets deeper and side walls’ height decreases. 
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3. Results 

The nuéeardentes of Sabalan Volcano are the result of the peléan type explosion of Ag-
handagh Mount which happened because of the second caldera’s subsidence. In fact, at 
the same time with the second caldera subsidence, gassy lava in magma chamber came 
under pressure and through the fractures was thrown out and created three-stage 
nuéeardente in Shirvandareh valley and another one in Moeil valley. 

By comparing deposits of the two nuéeardentes of Mue’el Valley and Shirvandareh 
Valley, we observe that the extent, thickness, and size of blocks (presence of pieces 
larger than eight tons) are higher in Shirvandareh than in Mue’el Valley. Also consi-
dering higher levels of pieces’ adherence and hardness of deposits, it is believed that the 
temperature of this complex was higher than Mue’el Valley, and generally the power of 
Shirvandareh’s nuéeardente is more than Mue’el Valley’s. 

4. Discussion 
4.1. Nuée Ardente of Mue’el Valley 

The ingredients of Mue’el formation have a very fixed scene; both laterally and also 
along its entire length. The majority of mentioned ingredients are formed of relatively 
loose joined breccia with highly variable grading and bad sorting.  

These pyroclastics have magmatic origins, and blocks are placed in a matrix of ash 
and basically scattered along the valley and its splits. One of the specifications of men-
tioned pyroclastsis the presence of fragments as big as a few square centimeters to a few 
square meters which consist 10% to 20% of this formation. The mentioned fragments 
have smooth and rounded appearance, and it seems they have lost their edges due to 
rolling and colliding. The blocks are mainly rocky and mostly dome rocks of Aghan-
dagh and Janavardagh and actually belong to pre-caldera volcanic rocks which have 
been detached due to explosion and moved along the valley. 

The matrix in mentioned rocks, which are scattered has a larger mass and is funda-
mentally made up of relatively coarse-grained ashes in light yellow, orange to light 
brown, and very small shattered pieces (Figure 5). 

As mentioned, these materials form a very heterogeneous mixture with no sorting; 
whether vertically or horizontally. 

In the upper side of Mue’el Valley (beginning of the valley), pyroclastic deposits had 
more erosion, so their traces could be seen through numerous fairy chimneys in this 
part (Figure 6).  

With the above explanations, it can be imagined that the old part of Aghandagh 
dome was detached after the last terrible explosion which formed Mue’el Valley’s 
nuéeardente and a new dome, that the present Aghandaghis developed from it. 

Lava dome-forming eruptions vary in style and can produce a variety of extrusive 
features from blocky pelean-type domes (typically andesite to dacite), thick coulees and 
tortas (typically dacite to rhyolite), to low-viscosity coulees and flows (typically basalt to 
basaltic andesite) [14]. On the other hand, [6] believes great explosive eruptions with 
greater explosion VEI ≥ 4, also some of the most important and destructive explosions  
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Figure 6. (A) and (B) the traces of erosion and formation of fairy chimney. 

 
of the 20th century were in relation with the growth of lava dome. Some of the most 
important examples of these is the VEI 4 eruption of Mount Peléein 1902 [11], the VEI 
5 eruption at Mount St. Helens in 1980 [15] [16], the VEI 4 eruption at Mount Merapi 
in 2010 [17] [18]. 

But what has happened in Mue’el Valley by considering the very different shape of 
grains, unsortedness, and mass fluidity which moved in Mue’el Valley and its expan-
sion to Meshkinshahr suggests their rapid replacement in an explosive and destructive 
level. This type of formation is usually introduced by the name pyroclastic flow. 

The presence of breccias and ashes on the foot of surrounding valleys which nowa-
days are 100 m above the formation of Mue’el, suggests the very rapid and explosive re-
placement of nuéeardente pyroclastics of Mue’el and it seems a part of rock and ash 
mixture along with hot gases with fast movement and floating over Earth’s surface has 
pursued the path of valley bottom. 

Considering the antiquity of the great Sabalan volcano and numerous changes that 
have happened during these long years in the region, determining the temperature of 
nuéeardente was impossible. But what could be mentioned as a sign of high tempera-
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ture because of nuéeardente is the presence of rust ground mass on piece levels which 
indicate hot water steam (500˚C to 600˚C). Also puzzle breakings like those in these 
rocks should be the result of severe explosion blast and very fast movements of nuéear-
dente that has broken these rocks instantly (Figure 7).  

The beginning point of this pyroclastic flow is an exceptional one, because it is lo-
cated in the intersection of two important tectonic events of Sabalan region. At the 
moment in the upper part of this fault valley (Shafa and Mue’el) hot springs exist that 
are used by passengers during summer days. 

According to the above explanations, Mue’el Valley’s nuéeardente is the result of 
peléan type explosion of Aghandagh Mount and in the vicinity of Sabalan peak. In this 
explosion, a mixture of gas, lava drops along with the ashes, and relatively big rock 
pieces that are mainly Aghandagh and Jenvardagh rocks exit with high speed and tem-
perature (500˚C to 600˚C) from the crater. The mentioned mixture under gravity force 
in valleys tilts moves with the speed of around 200 km in an hour and in the vicinity of 
the soil. It destroys everything in its way. The blocks on the upper side and granule 
pieces and ashes are resided at the end of the valley. 

4.2. Nuée Ardente of Shirvandareh 

Shirvandareh is at the end of the north of Sabalan and at the intersection of the two Sa-
balan calderas; both old and new (Figure 3). This valley is filled with different pyroclas-
tic flows, but its surface is rougher in comparison to Mue’el Valley (Figure 8) and the 
reason is related to the vast width of this valley which has created a numerous and 
complicated hydrographical network there. On the other hand, the higher heterogenei-
ty of building blocks and tectonic movements which has influenced Shirvandareh for-
mation has been effective in this heterogeneity. Also in the upper part of the traces of 
erosion, it could be seen as numerous fairy chimneys (Figure 9). 
 

 
Figure 7. Rust ground mass on piece level due to high temperature of nuéeardente. 
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Figure 8. The upper part of Shirvandareh which is filled with 
nuéeardente deposits. 

 

 

 
Figure 9. Traces of erosion and formation of fairy chimney in the 
upper part of nuéeardente’spyroclastics of Shirvandareh. 
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The total volume of the deposits that has filled Shirvandareh is around 5 to 6 km3 [1]. 
These deposits have magmatic origins and there exist large blocks (up to several square 
meters) in a matrix of very small grains. The number of large blocks is low and consti-
tutes around 10% to 25% of this formation. The more we move toward the lower side of 
the flow, it decrease both in amount and also the size of pieces gets smaller which is one 
of the specifications of nuéeardente deposits. In the terminal part, there are no large 
blocks and only small grained pyroclasts exist.  

By passing them in lower parts, running waters create some stratification and put al-
luvial pieces as big as fist and larger within the matrix white Tuffs, and at the end they 
turn into white sediments like kaolinite that whitens the hand. 

The deposits of Shirvandareh’s nuéeardente is white yellowish, and it is a heteroge-
neous mixture just like Mue’el formation. When replacing this formation, the heat rate 
was so high that the particles welded and in this way a kind of hardness and accretion 
was formed in these deposits. The presence of upright walls higher than 50 m is a proof 
of this claim (Figure 10). 

Of the interesting points about Shirvandareh’s nuéeardente is layered shape (Figure 
10). It seems that these pyroclastic deposits were created during several occasions.   

Each layer starts with coarse-grained fragments in base, and then gradually it be-
comes fine grained. Also under each coarse layer, a thick layer of brightly colored fine 
grained soil is seen that we consider as stopping of explosive activity and consequently 
the erosion of available deposits. Considering the alternation of pyroclastic deposits in 
Shirvandareh (Figure 9), the levels of nuéeardente could be considered as multistage 
[1]. 

First stage—The base of the first stage deposits is not accessible and consequently 
determining its exact thickness is not possible, but like nuéeardente deposits of Mue’el 
Valley coarse-grained fragments are located on a matrix of fine grained pyroclastic ma-
terials, including ash, lapilli, and small hot rocks, that is deposits of ash cloud and  

 

 
Figure 10. The welded, upright and relatively hard walls in Shirvandareh. 
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blocks. But its coarse-grained fragments (weighing 15 to 20 tons) are rare and lower 
than next stages. Coarse-grained fragments are relatively round and cracked and fine 
grained fragments are partially sticking that indicate their somewhat high temperature 
(around 500˚C) which totally suggests semi-molten rocks that headed valley path and 
were crushed strongly while moving.  

Second stage—The thickness of this layer is about 37 m, and in it coarse-grained 
fragments are smaller than the first stage but their percentage is higher. The deposits of 
this stage relatively show graded bedding, and fine grained fragments indicate good ag-
glutination. 

Stage three—Its thickness is more, but it is rather weaker than other layers, and un-
like the second layer its coarse-grained fragments are more, it lacks certain grading. 
Because of weakness and water flow effect, beautiful fairy chimneys have appeared in it 
(Figure 8). This layer was created due to explosion and severe smashing of margin 
rocks of caldera. 

According to the above explanation, it could be imagined that mentioned events 
were related to the explosion of the forming dome on new caldera’s sidelines. The first 
caldera caused the smashing and creation of the first stage’s deposits and later explo-
sions were resulted from dome’s growth and blocking of outlet and it’s re-opening. In 
each stage very sever explosions caused destruction and avulsing part of marginal rocks 
of the second caldera, and its ingredients have passed Shirvandareh’s way with high 
speed and heat. The presence of a greater number of coarse-grained fragments of upper 
layers is a trace of increasing explosion in the place. It seems, by considering the ero-
sion traces on some layers’ surface, the explosions were distanced and dome’s growth 
was happening slowly. It reveals peléan type activity altogether.  

By comparing deposits of the two nuéeardentes of Mue’el Valley and Shirvandareh 
Valley, we observe that the extent, thickness, and size of blocks (presence of pieces 
larger than 8 tons) are higher in Shirvandareh than Mue’el Valley. Also by considering 
higher levels of pieces’ adherence and hardness of deposits, it should be concluded that 
the temperature of this complex was higher than Mue’el Valley, and in general the 
power of Shirvandareh’s nuéeardente is more than Mue’el Valley’s.  

At the present on the foot of this valley, there are two important and hot springs 
named Ghotursoee Spring and Chaikhaneh and an installation by the same name rece-
ives passengers. 

5. Conclusions 

According to the above explanations, it seems that mentioned events were related to the 
peléan type explosion of Aghandagh Mount which happened because of the forming 
dome on new caldera’s sidelines. By surveying present rocks in these pyroclastics and 
their similarity to constituent rocks of the main cone of Sabalan, it can be concluded 
that the explosion has happened in the upper side of main cone of Sabalan and in the 
edge of second caldera and it has scattered the pieces of last pre-caldera series and main 
cone around. 
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Considering the mentioned contents about nuéeardentes of Mue’el Valley and Shir-
vandareh, it is necessary to add up these points for comparison: 

First, the distance between starting points of these two nuéeardentes is around 9 km.  
Second, the path of these two clouds is in parallel and overlooking to Meshkinshahr 

plain and located in valleys on the northern foot of Sabalan.  
Third, by the subsidence of new caldera, breakings and faults appeared in the region 

and the most prominent of them was the creation of Shirvandareh and Mue’el Valley. 
Both of them were paths of nuéeardentes’ movements.  

Fourth, it seems that the two nuéeardentes of Mue’el Valley and Shirvandareh Valley 
have appeared simultaneously with the second caldera’s subsidence. With this subsi-
dence, some apertures for the exit of available gases above the magma chamber were 
opened and great explosions due to the sudden release of hot gases along with rock 
fragments created the nueéardentes of Mue’el Valley and Shirvandareh. 

Fifth, considering the situation of Shirvandareh that is closer to Sabalan Soltan 
(main), the explosion intensity was higher in this place and the number of explosions 
was more than Mue’el Valley. While nuéeardente of Mue’el Valley that is farther from 
Sabalan and located in the middle of Aghandagh and Janavardagh has a far lower mass. 

Sixth, similar to severe world volcanic explosions that lead to the exit of ashes and 
ignimbrites and finally appearance of a dome, it seems that the last activity in Sabalan 
led to the formation of the Qare Gol dome that rose to the surface, in the form of a 
thick pulp from fractures of the second caldera. 
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